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Electronic cigarette kit Ego-T

  

DOUBLE eGo-T kit with powerful x 650 mAh batteries sufficient for most heavy smokers.
Evaporators new generation eGo - T, working on new technology without batting in the magazine
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and forward to the aroma of the liquid nicotine much cleaner and no burning smell. You do not
need dropping - the amount of fluid in the eGo-T cartridge is visible. 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price  
Ask a question about this product 
ManufacturerChina Shenzhen 

Description  
Successor to the hugely popular electronic cigarette eGo! The new eGo-T is no longer using
standard cartridges with wool and model (also call "Tank" - the "tank" in English, hence the
model name), which is filled with fluid and directly provides longer operation without
recharging.
It is suitable for people - very serious smokers who can easily spend the day with two
batteries, but most people will deal with a battery. Furthermore, you can use a standard eGo
and 510 evaporator. The tank is filled by removing the cap on the bottom of the magazine or by
a syringe. Both batteries are manually activated by pressing a button (five times faster
pressing)
 The kit contains:
   2x 650mAh EGO battery * Manual
  2x EGO-T evaporator (type A) **
  4x EGO-T empty cartridges transparent type (A) ***
  2x protector button battery
  1x USB charger for EGO battery only
  1x adapter (charger) from contact to USB - 420 mAh
  1x detailed user manual in Bulgarian
* Manual battery model with automatic protection against overheating of the evaporator (if
inadvertently holding down more than 15 seconds). A fully charged battery provides up to 1,000
activations.
Evaporator ** eGo-T (Type A) only work with eGo-T (Type A) fillers. Depreciated to around 20
000 activated and efficient operation of the electronic cigarette need to be replaced
periodically.
One logged *** eGo-T (Type A) fits filler 1ml liquid nicotine and delivers up to 300 breaths,
equivalent to 20 cigarettes smoked. The cartridges can be refilled repeatedly with nicotine
liquid.
Dimensions:
  - Length of cigarette: 140 mm
  - Diameter: 14 mm
Warranty:
6 months battery and charger devices in the kit. Note that the evaporators of all kinds of
electronic cigarettes over time change transmission taste and the amount of steam - usually a
period after which this happens or burned for about a month.
Keep the set away from children!
No persons under 18 years!

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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